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The first book in Chris Colfer's #1 New York Times bestselling series The Land of Stories about
two siblings who fall into a fairy-tale world! Alex and Conner Bailey's world is about to change, in
this fast-paced adventure that uniquely combines our modern day world with the enchanting
realm of classic fairy tales.The Land of Stories tells the tale of twins Alex and Conner. Through
the mysterious powers of a cherished book of stories, they leave their world behind and find
themselves in a foreign land full of wonder and magic where they come face-to-face with fairy
tale characters they grew up reading about.But after a series of encounters with witches, wolves,
goblins, and trolls alike, getting back home is going to be harder than they thought.

#1 New York Times Bestseller"There's more in Colfer's magic kingdoms than Disney has dreamt
of."―USA Today"It will hit big with its combination of earnestness and playful poise."―The New
York Times Book Review"In The Land of Stories, Colfer showcases his talent for crafting
fancifully imaginative plots and multidimensional characters."―Los Angeles
Times"Captivating."―Teen Vogue"A magical debut."―Family Circle"It's hard not to love a book
dedicated to the Glee star's grandmother...Colfer gets off many good lines [and] the nifty ending
ties the plot's multiple strands up while leaving room for further fairy tale
adventures."―Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorChris Colfer is a #1 New York Times
bestselling author and Golden Globe-winning actor. He was honored as a member of the TIME
100, Time magazine's annual list of the one hundred most influential people in the world, and his
books include Struck By Lightning: The Carson Phillips Journal, Stranger Than Fanfiction, and
the books in The Land of Stories series: The Wishing Spell, The Enchantress Returns, A Grimm
Warning, Beyond the Kingdoms, An Author's Odyssey, and Worlds Collide, and the companion
books A Treasury of Classic Fairy Tales, The Mother Goose Diaries, Queen Red Riding Hood's
Guide to Royalty, The Curvy Tree, and Trollbella Throws a Party.
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The Land of Stories: A Treasury of Classic Fairy Tales



ikirkwood62, “An Alright Debut... Not Just a Colfer Gimmick. ******** 3.5 Stars out of 5
********Chris Colfer is quite the talented man. From his Golden Globe winning performance on
Glee to his background in High School Forensics (Which I myself partake in), he has proven his
acting chops over and over again. He also wrote and directed a movie, Struck By Lightning,
which has had some early good reviews. But even with all that under his belt, I was still skeptical
going into The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell.Let's get something clear: I am not a Chris
Colfer fan. I've despised Glee since about halfway through Season 2 (when I realized it was all
downhill form there), and while I think he is a talented actor and good role model, I don't think he
is superman or anything.But he isn't a bad writer.The Land of Stories: The Wishing Spell, is
about two twins, Alex and Conner, both of whom are living with their single mother who works
often. This very tragic, very real opening sets a scene to provide excellent contrast for the
eventual fantasy setting of the novel. When Alex and Conner magically wind up in the Land of
Stories (I won't spoil how) they mainly have to figure out how to get home. Rumors of a "Wishing
Spell" that grants any wish after gathering a set of items sends the Twins off running all over the
kingdom to find those items and get back home.The novel starts strong and things are generally
interesting throughout. There are some pleasent twists and turns along the way, but look back up
at that plot. Veterans of the fantasy genre and video game enthusiasts will be able to indentify
the story as what's called a "fetch quest." Essentially, the characters are forced on a journey to
collect a bunch of mundane items so that the author/creator can show off their world and
creation.At its worst, this story is a cheap fetch quest. A sight-seeing scavenger hunt for the
reader to learn about this Land of Stories. While that makes the plot weak, it is supported by the
fact that the world Colfer has created is vivid, living, and quite entertaining. Cleverly blending
familiar themes and characters with new situations (like a pregnant Cinderella or a Goldilocks on
the run), The Land of Stories provides an outstanding respite for not only the protagonists, but
also an escape for the readers.But let me stress this again: this is only at the plot's worst.A
certain points throughout the novel, the plot hits a high and really, really shines. The item-quest
gets buried under a witty, character-filled series that resembles something akin to 
  
Percy Jackson and the Olympians

  



  
. Connor's dialogue is refresingly well written, and his wise cracks almost never tire. Alex, on
the other hand, is the spitting image of Hermione Granger and Annabeth from PJ, except with
little tastes of Colfer's own voice of reason. Connor is clearly the stronger, less derivative
character, but both provide some great material for readers of any age.But that ratio, where only
one out of every two characters is fascinating and original, kind of echoes throughout the novel.
There's "Froggy" who is literally just Mr. Tumnus from 
  
The Chronicles of Narnia

  
  
, the council of extremely stereotypical fairies (who are named according to color), and a
strangely disgruntled Jack (of Beanstalk fame), who is a cross between Argus Filch and Severus
Snape. These are just a few examples of the familiar, almost cliched characters. But due to the
theme of this novel (essentially that the stories we read are real and true), and given how heavily
it borrows from classical stories to even begin with, this odd mixture of totally new and unique
characters and boring, archetypical characters surprisingly works.While Colfer avoids falling
victim to the usual ruts of Fantasy no-nos, he does misstep in a few rookie mistakes. There is a
term in the industry called a "MacGuffin", which basically means an item used to force the
narrative along without having much significance or explanation of said significance. While some
of the items in the book are clear (Rapunzel's hair, Sleeping Beauty's spindle needle), others are
offered no explanation and become MacGuffins (the troll king's crown?).Similarly, things often
work out a little *too* well for the twins. I kept expecting some big, amazing reveal where, due to
the meta- nature of the narrative as a whole, there would be some plot device that would explain
the twins amazing luck, which happens again and again and again. Here's a basic passage that
illustrate's my point clearly, about 2/3s of the way through the book. For context, the twins have
collected like half their stuff and suddenly need to go somewhere else. Tadaa! a boat magically
appears on a river that happens to be near them and they can hitch a ride with the owner. Not
only does this happen often, but the boat they get into is something out of a fairy tale as
well:"The boat was small and flat and had just enough room for the three of them. It traveled
perfectly along with the river's current, so they didn't even need to row. The twins were enjoying
the ride and were able to appreciate the scenery, pointing out every riverside village they saw. It



was nice to travel without fear of a wolf or an ogre running up from behind them."This scene also
works as an allegory for the work as a whole. The reader is there to enjoy the ride, which fits
perfectly. It's not about the method of travel, its about pointing out each attraction Colfer has
created, solely for the reader's enjoyment. But in this process, that sense of danger is lost. There
is no moment where I was *really* scared for the twin's life or quest. I knew the entire time that
they would be fine, because that's how stories like this work. And the whole "common happy
ending thing" does end up hurting and helping the book. It hurts because of predictability, but
helps because it says, with a wink, that the book understands its a book.Like I said, very
meta.Aside from those complaints and a few questionable writing choices ("Conner's mouth
hung open like a broken glove compartment"), Colfer has created an interesting world, at least
one well-developed main character, and provided a good story for years to come. While it
doesn't quite top the outstanding heights of 
  
The Girl Who Circumnavigated Fairyland in a Ship of Her Own Making

  
  
(which, in my opinion, was the last great entry in this genre), he does make a name for himself
as an author, nor just a gimmick. I'll be on the lookout for the next one, but being 18 years old, I
don't know who I would recommend this novel to. Not quite complex enough for adults, but still a
little too mature for especially young kids, this book will have a hard time finding an audience.
But its an enjoyable, quick beach read that is perfect for the Kindle.3.5 out of 5 Stars”

Reader, “If you are looking for an excellent and edge of your seat book from the series ....
Exciting and magical!If you are looking for an excellent and edge of your seat book from the
series of The Land of Stories then The Land of Stories the Wishing Spell is for you! This book
will transport you right away into the world of magic, fairies, and goblins. Chris Colfer does an
extraordinarily good job at making the characters extremely realistic and leaving you on the edge
of her seat. From the two main characters Alex and Conner Bailey we learn that perseverance is
key to success and not trying is not an option. In this book Alex and Conner Bailey are normally
6th grade twins. They only live with their mom because their dad died in a car crash. One day
they find out that their grandmother is actually the fairy godmother of the fairy tale world.They
find this out because for their birthday their grandmother gives them an old fairy tale treasury



and the twins fell into the book landing in the fairytale world. The twins are trying to find a way
out of the book but a dark force is trying to stop them. Will they make it home or will they be
stuck in the fairy tale world forever?In The Land of Stories the Wishing Spell the book has great
description that clearly paints a picture in you mind at all times. At this part in the book they are
describing a jail cell, “The dungeon was a miserable place. Light was scarce and flickered from
the torched bolted to the stone walls. Foul-smelling water dripped inside from the moat circling
the palace above. Large rats chased each other across the floor searching for food. This was no
place for a queen,”(pg.1). During this part you can clearly picture this dungeon that a queen is
locked up in, with water dripping from the walls and very little light. And off the bat it already gets
you wondering about why a queen would be locked up in a dungeon. Another piece of evidence
that shows description is “Mrs.Peters was a tall, thin woman who always wore a dress that
resembled old, patterned sofas. Her hair was dark and curly and sat perfectly on top of her head
like a hat (and her students often though it was). Through a pair of thick glasses hee eyes were
permanently squinted from all the judgmental looks she has given her classes over the
years,”(pg. 12). This can clearly show you what Alex and Connor's teacher Mrs.Peters looks like
with her squinted eyes and perfect hair. It gives you an image so vivid it could be in a movie. And
that is why in The Land of Stories the Wishing Spell the book has great description that clearly
paints a picture in you mind at all times.The book also has characters that have real emotions
and that are easy to relate to. One piece from the book is when Alex and Conner are in class and
its relatable, “Alex Bailey eagerly sat straight up in her seat.She really enjoyed her teachers
lessons.(...) Connor Bailey jumped back to life, almost knocking his desk over. He had dozed off
again,” (pg 16). This is relatable on both sides of the bialy twins school day. Some people may be
into school and love learning about new and interesting things, and others may be into school
but maybe it's boring to them sometimes so they doze off. In that specific part of the story it's
when the kids just went to class and their teacher was giving them a lesson about fairy tales .
Another piece of evidence that shows that the characters are relatable is,”Look,’ Alex said, and
pointed to a for sale sign next to the oak tree. A bright red stripe with the word sold had been
recently added to it, Alex's eyes welled up with tears,” (pg 30). This shows very human like
emotions because in this part in the book Alex and Connor's childhood house just sold and now
they can't live there anymore. And all of this evidence clearly shows the characters in the book
have very human like emotions which makes them easy to relate to. And in the book it has
cliffhangers at every moment. One piece of evidence that supports this is, “Alex leaned further
forward the book and fell in. ‘Alex NO’ Conner yelled as he saw he fall into the book,” (pg 78).
This is a huge cliffhanger because Alex found out that a fairy tale book was a porthole to the
fairytale world and she fell into it, and connor was watching her fall in and there is almost no way
out. Another Piece of evidence is,”It was impossible for the kids to stop staring. They both stood
in front of her as if she was a rabid t rex. The witch was skinny with lots of burn marks, they
started to step away then the witch lunged at Connor and grabbed his arm,” (pg 112). This part is
a cliffhanger because they just found the witch in the gingerbread house from the book Hansel



and Gretel and the witch was trying to invite them into her house then she grabbed Connor and
you get concerned about what might happen to them.This shows the book it has cliffhangers at
every moment.All in all the book The Land of Stories the Wishing Spell By Chris Colfer is an
exciting, fun book about kids in a fairy tale world.Its is a total cliffhanger and there are goblins
and trolls at every corner.It shows you that perseverance is key to success and not trying is not
an option. But also we learn from the Connor and Alex Bailey is,whenever they have a task to
complete they are normally uncomfortable in that situation,but they always complete the task. So
we learn from them that  stepping outside your comfort zone can make you stronger.”

IceDragon, “Great quality for the price!. Beautiful copy of this book for only $5. Much nicer than
a standard paperback.  And my 10 year old loved the story. :)”

Ebook Library Reader, “Quality item.. Shipped fast and better quality than advertised. Very
happy with my purchase! This book look brand new!”

Anna Manaloto, “Great book!. These stories tell about the Disney Princes and Princesses after
their Disney story ends”

Matt, “Awesome piece of writing. Read Septimus Heap and Magic Thief Series, so if you liked
them, then these are probably for you too. For younger readers? Of course. But I'm into my 40's
and is still a cracking read. Thank you Mr Colfer - don't be put off by the glee connection if it
wasn't your cup of tea - the guy is an epic author!”

Jasmin, “Really liked this.. At first, when I started reading this book, I didn't like this book that
much. I thought it was boring, poorly written and way too many unnecessary metaphors. It got
better after page 80, where they are dumped into this new world. But I still didn't like it that much,
I thought that Alex was annoying, too reckless and couldn't listen to reason.But then the story
really began and it got better and better. I liked the characters, the plot and all the different trials
they had to go through. It even made me cry near the end.Plus I loved the art at the start of every
chapter. An amazing idea.It's definitely a book you should read if you like middle-grade
adventure/fantasy books and if you can read through the start without a problem.”

SophiaSalsa, “Some day you will be old enough to start reading fairy tales again. One of my
favourite childhood memories is walking through my home town on a Saturday morning, one
hand holding onto my mother's and clutching in my hot little other hand a new and beautifully
illustrated Ladybird Book retelling the story of either Cinderella, Rapunzel, Sleeping Beauty (or
some other equally inspirational heroine or hero)and being absolutely desperate to get home
and start reading it to myself. Today as I devoured Chris Colfer's masterpiece in one sitting, I
relived the joy of about one hundred of those Saturday mornings.I just adored this book. It
answered questions that had always been lurking in the back of my mind since I first



experienced the joy of reading fairy tales for myself and it gave me a new perspective on reading
fairy tales to the children I teach. The plot was so intricately woven that the surprises kept on
coming until almost the very last page and nothing felt forced or out of place. I loved that not all
the characters were good but that that there were elements of goodness in some of the most
unexpected characters. Despite having all the very best features of a fairy tale, this book didn't
so much make me suspend disbelief as throw it into The Thorn Bush Pit and I loved it all the
more for that.Chris Colfer isn't just a talented writer; he's also a great storyteller and I just can't
wait to see what he comes up with next.p.s. Who knew Goldilocks was so rock and roll?”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 5,230 people have provided feedback.
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